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demanded of a player ? The latter has no words to help
direct the thoughts of his hearers. He must create the
poetic atmosphere that ofttimes helps to give to an instru¬
mental composition life, grace, and beauty.
*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*****

*

Should artists marry ? is a question that has often
been propounded. Some people question if a man of
tlie true musicianly type can be a good husband. His
art must ever he dearer and closer to him than any wife,
they argue ; his thoughts, his real being, will be so much
absorbed by the Muse that he will be careless, even ne¬
glectful, of the one who bears his name. Other considera¬
tions are urged, especially on the financial side; the
somewhat irregular and uncertain nature of earnings,
the rather common unbusiness-iike habits of the average
musician; his sanguine, excitable nature, which unfits
him to cope with the prosaic details of domestic life ;
to say nothing of the temptations to infidelity from the
nature of his avocation.
Is it not possible that some of these ideas arise from
the fact that in many people’s eyes there is still a glamour,
that they do not take a clear, practical view of the matter? A musician is a business man, striving, as others,
to earn a livelihood,—often a precarious and uncertain
°ne, it is true,—yet with a heart lightened by love and
enthusiasm for his art. If his neighbors view him in the
light of a man pursuing a certain avocation, laboring
with the talents that God has given to him, just as other
men are supposed to do, why should he not live under
the same conditions as other men ? Too many people
still see around the musician, the artist, the poet, and
other art-workers, a halo of romance that tends to injure
the object of this silly pseudo-adoration.
*

express certain feelings.” Is it n
the player? He must feel so mu
to express, through our weak,
instruments, a very little.

*

Have you ever heard a one time popular recitation in
the style of a homiletical treatment of the familiar
nursery legend of “Old Mother Hnbbard”?
How
many compositions are as ridiculously apparent as mere
mechanical imitations of works really founded upon true
thought expressed in musical symbols ; or, looking at the
subject from another side, how often serious composi¬
tions are rendered so badly as to be reduced to mere

You call yourself a teacher, but

a pregnant word it is !—teaching.
teach. No work is worthy to be
not demand earnest, concentrated
ing is of the happy-go-lucky kin
worthy the name.

*** *

A CORRESPONDENT recently sai
torial notes seemed just to fit my
page, if it be one to aid, to stim
having written. Why not try t
others in such form and expressio
*****

Experientia docet (experience tea
dogma is familiar to all. If the e
new, the idea is not, as many of us
bitter travail. Yet a truth learn
work, earnest toil, and unselfish
much more than ten learned by
we have wrestled for and have ass
of our bone, flesh of our flesh, and
hearts and lives. Are you delvin
studeut first and then a teacher. W
be a part of your real self.

***

*

What peculiarities are in eac
may form the pivotal point of your
must get some one thing to tie to

from which to make further adva

*****

Train the fingers for musical pu
training also apace.
*

*

*

The successful musician needs
elements of character. A delica
of these, and strong emotions is

Tiirbr has been considerable discussion concerning
the matter of an official examination for persons propos¬
ing to teach music. England has a number of institu¬

cal game prepared by the hostess.

This may be original

ization, even a centralization of the general direction,

or a musical adaptation of the many games now in vogue.

must give force and definite energy to all efforts for tbe

tions which conduct examinations and grant certificates.
The great aim of many people is to secure a certificate

The work of the first two years was general in charac¬
ter, but last year a more elaborate plan of study was

improvement of the home and social life of the women
of the United States with all the multitudinons benefits

how or whence seems a matter of small consideration!
Sir John Stainer draws an interesting pen picture of

prepared and carried out, as the following will show :

implied by development in the life and ideals of the

the result in an address lx;fore the Incorporated Society
of Musicians at their recent meeting in London :

centuries. Essay, “Music In Italy previous to Seventeenth Ce
tury." Sketch. Sca.latti, Composers: Carissimi, Monteverc
Culonnn, Slrailella, Itossl,Scarlatti, Durante, Ctiaarosa, Pergolesi.
November 14.-Sketch, Cherubini. Composers: Cherubini, Loti
SponMartini.

sown by Mrs. Sutro and her admini.-tnition must have

November «J—Country, Germany. Period, seventeenth and eis
Uenth centuries Essay,“Musicin Germany previous to Bach

the new officers bend every effort to nourish and cherish

It am (tears want to become paid teachers, let then
pass through the same training and ordeals as proles
sio.iula There are scores ol them, I am nw.ire, who Imv,
already done so, and we meet them with friendly ham
as co workers; but, the tests should tie of uu,versa
application before we can even hope to suppress the vasl
amount of worthless instruction now beiug given. Anc
il any remedy can be found, the sooner it is applied th<
better, tor the mischief ts rapidly spreading and if
bringing others to its train. One of them is ttiis • If in
any town some known tyro suddenly announces that hr
has won a certificate, and takes h.s admiring friend*
into his parlor to show them how elegantly it is printed
and how beautifully it is framed, sr-ores of other mo il
who rightly know bow small his qualifications Lem
b> him to be couched for the same examination
}fe
does his best to get then, through ; the greater unrulier
he pulls through the more numerons will be hi« punil.
Hut the-e pupils, as soon as they get thec^Ve Wj™
01 paper, begin to teach and prepare others for the same
examiimnons. The result i, that if one bad teacher ge s
f h
1".
" ‘‘"T" n instantly increasing eh^s
of bid tem hers. whose bad inflnence coca on
in ever widening circles. I oncea-kcl ,,, „id esmhlbhed
and much respected provincial teacher how lie was
t.ng on
He replied, -Oh. there are no pnp-I, toT had
now in this town or neighborhood, they are »ll
Another great evil is this: Men with n keen
ne-w have discovered how profitable it is to rfi !L ° bn81'
frfieure. so instead of having . few ela^^^lUTf
recognized pos,»,on ami probity, we find a Inro. »
u f
of in-t.tat.on« and limited companies
n,,n,ber
then,selves for tbe profitabirbad^
hobi s*
nations ln nor towns, and w" H them^ *
agents and representative* all over the LnVeT'"'"'*
them in their nnseemly scramble. Sort wiflJn* *7**
mg any opinion a* to the merits or nio'tiv
offer'
these examining bodies, one fanlt they 2l °l "ny °f
common. Then arc renpont,bit to »„iW, ^
have ,n

mothers and sisters.

has an alluring field before her as president.

The seed

fallen into fallow ground in many places, and now let
the tender plants and bring them to a hardy maturity.

^pircXeiMiuic-stetch’iisu<w a,,d

It is to be regretted, however, that the manner in

cEKST* GIU°k' C0”,,0Ser,: GIUCk' P‘eyel’Roraber

cl7rX,lTtCb’ M0ZaH-

Mrs. Uhl, wife of the former ambassador to Germany,
a lady of culture aud high social experience aud tact,

*'eng<

January ». MW.-Sketch, Haydn. Essay, "The Symphony »
Janmry M.—Sketch, Beethoven. Essay, " The Sonata.-

which the contest was carried on, and the rather plain
evidence of sectionalism, and, perhaps, even civic jeal¬
ousy, have left scars that may require some time to heal.
And yet we feel sure that the Eastern division ol the

t*>n»|,,"7ry»5’ ,Cou"tr7’ E“gl«nd. Period, seventeeuth and elgi

Federation will turn in, and, with a will, set to work to
carry on the work so successfully and promisingly initi¬
ated.

Nothing is to be gained by division, and every¬

thing hitherto accomplished maybe lost.

The work is

20;VarCA *-EMay’ “ Itali*“ OP*™.” Composers: Same as Februar

here to he done ; let the workers not be wanting.
-X*

Sk^ch?, w rCO“0nt7’ Ger,nar,y.

Rupert Hughes contributes an article to tbe Mar(
“ Centnry ” on “Women Composers,” in which be

Peri<>d, nineteenth centun

“ROmamiC SCh°01-”

”

Schubert’ Meyerbeer. Illustrated readln.
The Erl King." Composers: Schubert, Meyerbeer
del*oh„,.7'~SketCh’ “en<i<!l”0lln- EssaP> “ Tl’e Oratorios of Me,
Nay b-Sketoh, Schumann. Composer: Schumann.
V “km.nn°r UermaD

8ke,ch(*’ «*««. RIetz, Jer

says : A prominent publisher tells me that where, some
years ago, only about one-tenth of the manuscripts snb
mitted were by women, now their manuscripts ontnum
her those of the men two to one.

While this ratio will

not hold in published compositions, the rivalry is c'ofe

Strauss!^ ~®ketcbe*> Prana, Brahms, Becker, Flotow, von Supp,

even there. Women are writing all sorts of music.
few of them have already written in the largest fornix

June 5.—Sketch, Richard Wagner Fssav '< nr,™. • «
Illustrated reading, " The Hying Du,chmZ.’.
agner,“ °Pera'

promise.

rj a
UI ornnoert
Schumann were performed was given daring the yea
The coming year will be devoted to nineteenth
tury composers in various countries. In selecting m
for our programs, we have kept in mind the say

producing work of excellent quality and still bethr
It is in the smaller forms, however—in in9*111

mental solos and short songs—that they have naturally
found their first success.

So good has their work been

here that honesty compels the admission that hardly
any living men are putting forth music of finer qnahU’
deeper sincerity, truer individnality, and more adequate
courage than the best of the women composers.

L. P. E. — I,andon's " Writing Hook " was compiled on the princi¬
ple that each aubject ahotild be thoroughly treated before introducing
the next, hence the buss-clef was not Introdnccil until the beginner In
music was well grounded In the notea of the treble-clef. Also, when
the treble-clef becomes a tlxed fact in the mind of a pupil then he
has a foundation npon uhich he can build the notes of the bass-clef
without confusion, learning them as a part of a great stalTof eleven
lines, with the middle line omitted except when notes demand Its
prvwotice.
R. K.—Elementary harmony should be begun at about the fourth
grade, on a basis from I to X. But much depends upon the mental
maturity and brightness of the pupil when to begin harmony, for
while It Is not an especially difficult subject, yet It demands close
study and the ability to think out the application of principles in
Independent work. Clarke’s “New Harmony,” nowin course of
preparation, to he Issued by this house, will be especially adapted to
student use, for while not a difficult method, yet It la an advanced
Idea. Your question shout what to study ; Why not begin the
easier pieces of Schubert, .Schumann, Chopin's Mazurkas, and the
best movements from Mozart’s sonatas; also, the better grades of
modern sheet music, such pieces as Rubinstein's •' Polka Roheme ”
hia "Kamennol Oat row," Godard's “An Matin," thamlnade’s
" Witar Sprites," •' Flatterer," and “ Scarf Dane*.”
V. S.-1. It la, as you say, true that beginners follow the angering
In their Brst reading rather than the notes. After more than thirty
years of experience the writer can see no harm In this, for it Is well
for the pupil to know surely that angering la important. It Is diffi¬
cult for an Immature mind to do many things at once, and If the
child can read easier for a few weeks by going partly by the Bngerlog. he has gained that much. Later be will find that the fingering
does not slwsy. mean . certain key, and he will be compelled to read
notes Instead of reading by fingering, and before the Utter has be¬
come a fixed habit.

mi

*
•T'lwMes are pretty generally used by vocal teach¬
ers. They help to give an Indlrldualtty to the tone# of the scale
and when used so that the same syllable Indicates the same degree of
thea,.of ,h. keys, ,h. names are useful In Mg^^T
1 The tonic sol-fa system I. . method of teaching sight-singing
and harmony by the morahle scale and the use of the soPU syllables*
InRUlTet^*0
"npl"T"‘ l*UW no“"°n, which is simply the
InUial letter of each name, instead of the round notes npon the suit

spirited style by giving them Blake’s “ Waves of the Ocean Galop,” or
Iaidovic’s “ Galop du 1 liable ” In such cases these pieces serve a
definite art purpose and are of value—yes, almost indispensable.
G. J. N.—The poor playing that your pupil is doing doubtless
comes from her being allowed to play her first little pieces and exer¬
cises imperfectly, for, as you say, she loves music and has talent.
Allowing a pupil to pass lessons Imperfectly learned is a common
mistake, thus hindering all real progress and meantime confirming a
habit of half doing allotted lessons.

^mo^Ud3.,^tn*"0f kPT- 80 ‘h“

*■'-'* »—

eight musical compositions, both vocal and instru¬
mental, valued at $30.05.
2. During the year 1897 Tiie

Etude

contained 395 arti¬

cles on subjects of the greatest value to students of
music, contained in 340 pages.
3. The greatest writers, thinkers, players, and teachers

and gives many pieces for the training of the feet and the left hand’
to be independent one of the other.

Can yon afford not to be brought thus iu contact with

E. T. R.-Sight-reading in classes for the pianoforte, we learn from
t arl Faelten, is taught in a large class-room with eight pianos
eight to Sixteen pupils participating in the work. They play at
sight, in unison, music for two hands and four hands. This how
ever, forms only a part of the training, which also includes training
n transposing, memorizing, analyzing, keyboard harmony, etc and
hi designed to develop the general musical faculties of the pupils
Children . classes meet once a week for this exercise. Adults who
study professionally meet twice a week. The work is very fascinat¬
ing, and the results, not only In playing at sight but also in all-round
musical proficiency, are excellent.
G. H. R.—You ask what material for work on the reed organ forms
a good succession |to Kuhlau’s “ Book II of Sonatines ” or Clem°P’ “• 87> and 38.

““UL“CTdetaoh”'s

We would recommend the

“Songs

Wi,hout Words”or

n.G;rY,T qt,<*tion regarding staccato from fingers or wrist is
eft to the judgment of player. The shortest staccato is made fram
the wrist also all double notes or chords. If not stated in themusic

1

as fiTthe 2 S°Ve™ed by lhe ch»recter and style of the composition
refers
f
?f slaccato~how
crisp, and emphatic. This
rafera to finger staccato. Portamento is a reluctant aud lingering
separation of the fingers from the keys and is properly done with
^ ‘‘,,d 8 Pli8,',° WH8t'fingers from

H. L. R-Ifrour pupil is physically well, there is no good reason
why she should not be able to keep her hands in p„siti„nBon theTeJ-

*beo!ute pitch of C.

1. During the year 1897 The Etude contained eighty-

T. M. D.—Pupils should play well enough to do pieces in the fifth
or sixth grade before beginning the study of the pipe-organ
Stainer’s “Organ Method” is excellent for the first lessons, for it re¬
quires the pupil to usehU feet without looking at them or the pedals

the kTy?
“>

REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD RENEW YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION TO “ THE ETUDE ” FOR 1898.

snu v'wien wm!1,

TT"9 P°8i,i°n when *">"*, she should onfv

™,thTLT?nf ‘°10 'li’-r™1 ^ bp l,‘« «» Ion. Is good. Inasmoeb aslt give. . more rlrld mental conception of thethlni
helps the bends te feel their wey from key to key Br this me

sZ

contributed to this magazine during the past year.
them ?
4. If you read and profited by but two of these articles,
you received the full value of the subscription price.
5. Daring the year 1897 we gave five supplements, any
one of which was worth the subscription price.
6. The Etude during the past year was the brightest
and best journal published in the interest of the
student of music.

During 1898 it will be brighter and

better than ever before.
Can you afford to be without this journal ?
It furnishes you with sheet music, both vocal and
instrumental.
It lets you know what is going on in the musical
world.
It lets you know everything new of value that is
published.
It is a veritable teacher to you,—and of the best.
The price is $1.50 for a year’s subscription.
Published by Tlieo. Presser, 1708 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia.
The power to feel time—the natural throb of '*s
rhythmic pulsation—should be pleasantly hut thorough!.'
instilled into the miuds of even the youngest pupd3
until it becomes a part of their very nature.

Technic

is good, but it should not hold the first place.
endeavor is requisite ou teacher’s and pupil’s part, and thf^

The

ability to read music and to play with rhythmic accuracy
are primary essentials ; the rest will come in time.

This, assuredly, does not prevent there being scholars
who try, os much as they can, to copy their master, but
who succeed only in coughing and spitting like him.
There are purists who rise in indignation against all
expressions of approtiation given to the theater by the
pnblic.

There are even some stages where any mani¬

festation of this kind is forbidden, nnder pretext that it
will destroy the illusion. I can not share in this way of
looking at it; for, with me, the artist can not do without
encouragement.

If he feels himself nnsnstained by the

public, his execution becomes cold and loses its charms.
But it goes withoot saying that I do not approve that
custom so common in Latin countries which requires
that the artist after each well-delivered passage or wellsung air should thank by a gnu-ions smile the audience
which applauds, mid should come to the footlights to
salute ; bat at the end of the pieces the artist may receive
the expressions of satisfaction from his hearers, and I see
nothing illogical in his thanking the public then, for this
time the approbation is addressed to him and not to the
author.

We would not recommend any young man or woman
to enter the professional musical field unless he or she is
exceptionally gifted, and even then it would probably be
many years before either could gain the recognition de¬
sired or deserved.
In the United States there are thousands of teachers
" ho make comfortable incomes from music every year.
This is because the people have awakened to the fact
that it is no longer necessary to go abroad to obtain a
musical education.

This is certainly a healthy state of

things, aud augurs well for the future of American
mnsic.
A correspondent writes : “I have a boy of seventeen
who is determined to follow the profession of music.
He is a player of great promise, hut I am somewhat
averse to his becoming a professional musician, my pre¬
ference being a commercial life. What is yonr opinion?”
Candidly speaking, we think our correspondent’s son
has arrived at an age when he should be permitted to
follow his own preference. If the father attempts to nse
force in making his boy follow a commercial career the
probabilities are that the boy will utterly fail to make a

" hat is the most flattering compliment that a lady can
address to an artist? Isitthis: “ Yonr playing has made
me ill! ? or this other: “ Yonr playing has completely
cored me ! ”? We often receive these two compliments
right in the face, and the ladies who give them are
equally grateful to ns for being made Ul or for having
been cured.

This is very flattering for musical art.

It is surprising to see how many details of execution
escape the pnblic. Is it indifference or simply stupidity
on its part? It is, undonbtedly, disdain for the artist
«s it worth while troubling one’s self for nothing ? And it

“ If,the y°UDg man has real musical talent he
should be allowed to develop it. Of course, he will meet
with many disappointments even in his chosen profes¬
sion, and he will find, as he travels along life’s journey
nnmerons d.sconragements. But what of that? If he
has the stamina, the pluck, and the courage, he will
come out on top.

It would not be well to have things

too easy for then he would be sure to amount to nothing
A well-known teacher of instrumental mnsic said to
the writer not loDg ago :

will continue jnst like this so long as art is considered

beCOme 8 ramionaire’ bnt I make a
comfortable living and I love my art. If I were offered a

““
* di'rtractioD’ and not as a sacred manifestntioo of life.

snm of money, however large, and one of the conditions
under which I was to receive it was that I must give up

It is rare that great personalities gain on being seen at
too snort range.

1 WOUW re,n8e the
with the greatest scorn
Music to me is more than dollars and cents ”

A man feels within himself a longing fora certain voca¬
tion ; it permeate, his whole life, and his ideas converge

tokTehofthVhe *6Vhat °nr aSpin'ng mns“ ahonld
;th
“rt, T1^ wonM then do themselves
justice. Vi. H. A. in the “ Metronome.”

the Secretary, Mr. Jas. P. Keough, No. 13 E. 14th St.,
New York City.

MUSICAL PAUPERISM.
Pew, indeed, are the people who can suffer themselves
to be objects of charity without resulting deterioration
of the moral nature and blunting of the finer sensibilities.
Philanthropic organizations have had this fact brought
home to them by oft-repeated experience until in selfdefense aud in order to he genuinely helpful they have
been forced to dispense largely with charity pure and
simple and to exact some small return for benefits con¬
ferred. either by manaal labor or in pecnniaiy form.
Individual philanthropists have not all learned this
lesson, and charitable mnsic teachers perhaps least of all.
Given a promising pupil and the plea of discontinuance
ot lessons because of financial limitations, and the kindhearted teacher in nine cases out of ten will carry along
the pnpil “for nothing,” the tacit understanding being
that payment will be made “some time.” It is unflat¬
tering to human nature, but probably unjust only in the
tenth case, to declare that the teacher who thus gives his
time and attention lowers himself in the estimation of
the pupil by cheapening his work. One day he realizes
this fact, when the ungrateful pupil upon some slight
pretext rushes off to another teacher and somehow con¬
trives to pay for the lessons received from the new in¬
structor. Alas ! that an understanding should prove to
be ouly a misunderstanding after all.
Of course there is usually the tenth case, to bring joy
to the heart of the teacher by grateful appreciation and
ultimate payment. Nevertheless, the fact remains that
m most instances it is a risk for the music teacher to
mark down” or give away his wares. The teacher
who takes a firm stand in this matter avoids two evils.
On the one hand lie preserves his faith in human nature
aad spares himself a disagreeable experience. On the
other, and this is by far the most important consider"lnn>7he saves the pupil’s self-respect. A lively senseof
obligation has its advantages ns a stimulus to effort, and
for one case where it is paralyzing there are many others
where it is morally necessary as a preventive to deterioration. Let the teacher somehow convey this senseof
obligation to the favored pupils, if he deems it necessary
o grant the favor, even if he does not expect or desire
ultimate payment. A musical pensioner toooften means
a musical pauper ; and pauperism, even when clothed in
the garment of respectability, is the sworn foe of moral
rectitude.—“AT. E. Conservatory Quarterly.”

and Homan days, has been treated not only as a punctua¬
tion, but also as an instrument to conviction. The
orator kuows the power of his periods, commas, and
semicolons. \\ tiy should not the pianist likewise reveal
the strong significance of his whole-rest, linlf-rest, quar¬
ter-rest, and so on, through the whole gamut of musical
rhetoric ?
In the German school of piano teaching the rest is em¬
phasized as of great importance as a medium for the

Sonata, Op, 110,.
Phantasie, Op. 17,.
Barcarolle, Op 60,
1
Preludes, Op. 28, Nos. 3, 4,6, 1 • • •
Capriccio, Op. 76, No. 2,
\
Intermezzo, Op. 76, No. 3, / •••
Nachtlalter (ValseCaprice), Peters,
Noctnrnc, Op. 17,.
Rhapsodie Hongroise, No. 12,1
An Bord d’tineSource, . . . / • • •

Beethoren.
Schumann.

technic. He continues as follows :
‘ ‘ Now we find, especially in Italy,— sunny Italy,—part¬

Chopin.

ly, no doubt, from the influence of the climate, that vocal

Brahms.
SlraussTausig.
Brassin.
Liszt.

It he would change the word art to music The

Bach

Most of the

instruments he knew were harpsichords.
By that time
the organ had been immensely improved, but the necessitiesof the ornamental and elaborate style of singing leilte
the invention of the piano.

The two styles of music

exist!

a subclassification was made in instrumental musicorgan and piano. The time of Bach was a doubtful time.

Art has in it an element of instruction and

cation not acceptable to the masses, who, wearied fn
day s toil, want beanty that pleases and relaxes

«o light in the city of Boston a youth of barely eigl

appreciated more than any other general form of u

years with a technic bordering on to Paderewski pt

ance ; bnt once let music take on the features of i,

Goo, ami with a musical intelligence at least a hnn
years old—so mature, ripened, and deep is it. He

h* uahty, and the humble mind goes to sleep or is b
to death. But a good half of the music pnblished

hears some of the birthmarks of prodigious genius,

the same number of books, has no art in it and at
same time has a great mission among just those pe

So long as n

is confined to emotional expression, it is desired

to whom Mr. Damrosch referred, bringing into to

things were written for the organ that were only suitable
for the piano.
Now come in various improvements m
the piano, in modes of stringing, iu compass, and 111
action.

The violin in its form is very old—it has hardly

changed at all.

Paganini brought the violin in music,

as Liszt brought the piano, up side by side with the voice
work of Rossini.

Now comes another change in our day.

The rapid and elaborate vocalization, the ‘skyrocket
mnsic, is not so much in demand.

The 1 shower o

pearls’ and ‘shower of diamonds’ period is passinjaway.

The improvement in the piano, especially >"

sonority, makes other kinds of music possible.

and to her. donbtie*, is due the marvelous possibil
of his lingers. Nothing musical was evinced from
child until he was fonr year* „f age, when one

through perfectly, a. to not^ with the right hand.

never saw or heard a piano, as we call it.

instrumental and vocal, were now clearly separated, and

beauty that forces voluntary thought.

Madam Strong, who had jost finished giving „ p,t|
Hsydn sonata heard -me one p,^og fhe ™

voice in the matter of velocity, and things were at a

tiuction between high art and low art-sometlnng
Listener can not admit. Can such a thing as low

Wk hear of, and occasionally hear, European nn
prodigies ; but so far, as a nation we have producer
worthy to stand in that category. Rat now there o

Plamst and teacher, for many years a resident of Bo.
-She was the source of her son’s great musical fa,-,

Iu the meantime, the organ

standstill, though many great organs were built.

ot human beings art, as that word is generally ui
stood, has no acceptable place, unless we make a

mother was Madam Strong, now deceased, a Get

remain in use as studies.

engrossed with the sordid care of eking out a mat
existence.”

know what rests ure for, except in their rapacity of tor¬

* » *»» rvn U.A.

The fault of this school

player had given up the attempt to keep up with the

teuer could agree with him ; but among the gr^at mi

My dear yonng musicians, remember that rests are
pnnetuations of musical phrases, and give them their
due.

would take a very good player to execute rapidly upon

MR. Damrosch says that “art is a necessity fo
poor’’ ; that “it is necessary to stimulate the i

struggling with “ expression ” who had the faintest val¬
uation of a rest outside of its time value. They rnrely
ments to those whose irlensof time arc not instinctive.

Take Rossini’s operas

and see what was required of some of the singers. It

was emptiness—too much musical froth ; but these works

loose American tendency to do away with precision

I hardly know when I have found a young amateur

the world has never seen since.

the piano the runs and shakes.

trnlhful interpretation of a composer's ideas, but our
entirely in the development of individuality causes a
growing laxity in this direction—most reprehensible,
according to The Listener's view of artistic futurity.

music began to develop in the line of velocity, until in
1850 a rapidity of vocal execution was attained such as

®ue

effect of this has been to revive Beethoven, because it j8
possible to carry out his musical ideas.
ntrica.
°/
e is

g

to

She is a woman between thirty and f

and 8ti11 at ‘^t time of life hc'r chief p
take piano lessons and to practice an hour c

’ arM,D* Bt S,x ev"y morning for another pra«

Vocal music >-

working along the dramatic line, with less of the orna
mental.

Evolution in nature goes on forever, and "l|1

knows what will be evolved in nature? We do not rv
ject the old, bnt use it for what it may give us, and P8®
on to newer forms.”

brought it to a bewildering variety and potency.

To say

in the first third of this century ran riot all over Europe.
denly arching the wrist at the moment the fingers col¬
lide with the keys.

that anything could ontvie Wagner, in boldness of effect

It was characterized by three strong features: first, in

and in carious developments of instrumental voices
might seem extravagant, hut it hns actually been
achieved l>y Richard Strauss in his symphonic poem,

rebellion against the classic ideal of repose, form, sym¬
metry, restraint, and it gave great emphasis to intense

The marks for staccato are of two kinds—round dots,

emotions; and, having dethroned the stem law-giver

which are called demi-staccato, and pointed dots, or

entitled "Thus Spake Zarnthustra.”

symmetry, put whimsical, extravagant caprice in the

dashes, which indicate extreme CRISPNESS.

waiting for its
genius.

next

The world is now-

demiurge or creative molding

chair of supreme authority.

Thus, its first and most

important peculiarity was the exaltation of content over
form, purpose over beauty. Its second striking trait in

Strauss hns wonderful technic, limitless constructive
skill, and ingenuity without end, but he hns not much

the realm of literature was its almost fanatical choice of

to say.
He is a consummate elocutionist, reading
common place material. In discussing this very ques¬

mystical and medieval subjects. The poetry of Biirger
and Scott; the dramas of Kotzebue and Victor Hugo- the

tion some years ago, 1 heard Mr. Steinert, Sr., say that
he believed that the next step would be to go hack to the

novels of Scott and Hugo are cases in point.

symphonies of Mozart and rewrite them with modern
resources.
Something like this will probably occur
We need not lay sncrilegions hands on Mozart’s exquisite
work, hut we may, with great propriety, especially in
symphony and opera, apply the hundreds of vivid and

The third

Either the muscular action of his fingers, not yet suffi¬
ciently automatic, is sluggish, or his

the tongue for talking, the brain for thinking.

In music, the same world-tumult and heart-ferment
made as deep a mark. Weber’s operas-“Der Freiwhi.tz, ’ “Enryantlie,” and “ Oberon’’-are full of

than the themes which are chosen hy some of onr com¬
posers. There is absolutely no conceivable reason why
an opera should not be written in w hich the Wagnerian

though cast f„r the most part in classic forms, or a sort
of modified Classic form, is too predominantly and exclm

9,Ve!y

T

t0 ”e P'aCed b«i*

works of Mozart and Haydn.

chLics m it

By the time we a*ve at

Chopm and Schumann we find emotions and pictorial
concept,ons ,„ complete possession of the field and the
forms growing like flower-beds, fantastically
according to the caprice of fancy.
‘
pe<1’

constitution.

The body has its natural gait for walking,
A man

with short legs can not stride like a giant, though he may
make his steps so much faster as to equal the giants
speed. So there are brains that work by electric zig-zags,
like flashes of lightning, and others that glow like steady
sunshine. Some minds bum a subject like bituminous
coal, in detached sparks, with much crackling and noise;
others burn -with a silent, steady, intense glow, l>^e
anthracite coal. If the trouble comes from the hoys
fingers being weak, stiff, and unpliant, the only expe¬
dient is, apply- plenty of drastic treatment with finger
exercises aud scales endlessly diversified ad infinitum.

11

on the other hand, it is the natnral gait of his niin
which is slow, you are likely to have a vain straggleThere are musicians who never, by any possibility) fan

toward the vocal realm, hut snch important creations in
nrger form as the “St. Francis- of Edward Tinel and

To M. L. H.-First, you ask me what to do with a
boy who is reluctant to study music hot „ r,
™

the Requiem Mass ” of Villiers Stanford show that onr
compare are trying to fill vocal music with the bold

are anxious to have him cultivate tlie art andT w*”*®
proficient in it. Your case is I feu- ■> i ‘ (1 to ,>ecome

and difficult intervals and the snre independent motions
of instruments. The tendency as yet, in all depart¬

perhaps not hopeless

What we call

^

T**’ tllon8h

be fluent sight-readers, and their frantic efforts to
over the ground are at once harassing and exaspera*'’1'to all who hear. There are others, again, who ha'e '16
natural pace of the greyhound, and their minds flutter
over the leaves of the music like a frolicsome breezethe boy is slow-paced of thought, that is no reason i°r

ments. is toward complication in harmony, in rhythm

abandoning music.

and especially in tlie sensuous charms of novel tone-

between the hare and the tortoise.

coloring. One of the best examples of this last-mentinned tendency is to Is- found in the concert^rgan

mind operates

resided ,n the movement, and of its convention-defying
spirit—namely, grotesque extravagance.
*

medieval magic and snpematnralism, and musically are
vividly descriptive.
The piano music of Schubert

Mr. Theodore Thomas once said that he thought the
trend of musical art was away from the instrumental and

I surmise that the boy’s diffi¬

culty arises from either oue of two opposite imperfections.

slowly, either through timidity or its inborn nervous

reinforcement, expansion, and discussion of melodies
more simple of strncture, and more tuneful of heart

simplicity as lucid aud as sweet as the songs of Selinbert.

able to write them correctly, but can not apply them
quickly to the keyboard.

feature which marked romanticism, especiallyin its later
stages, was an inevitable resultant of the fiery life which

expressive tone-colors which we have discovered to the

dev.ee of ever recurring tone labels, or descriptive
phrases, should not he relieved by passages „f lJrie

To E. H.—You ask me what to do with a hoy who
knows the meanings and names of the notes and even is

out exceptions.

« Jr„'«"•

boy bus not penetrate! tliroo-h the Hi

My. or Kb.I. to tb, beautiful rl«J-g,.«

Remember ylvsop's fable of the race

tl,Ub«
Praise is of value only to that one who knows
to treasure blame.—Schumann.

her industry. Her proud parents, not at all loth to in¬
dulge their marvel, invite the neighbors and friends to

thorities. The idea, not at all new to the miracle, is
taken np by all who know her, until finally she hears

accompanied by the faithful observer, to Halir; and

their home to hear her ; their astonishment being too
great for any containing, they spread her fame—entirely

nothing talked of bnt her “talent ” and her “opportu¬

years “abroad” back to native heath she comes fora

nities;” a mountain of cheap advice and needless en-

without protest—until the whole neighborhood gets to

brief respite before launching out to conquer destiny.

conragement, which she accepts with becoming candor.

know of the promising child.

And what lofty station does she get ? Well, still faithlul

Suitable conservatories are discussed ; authorities con
suited; endless plans, formed for the general and

ing in a flairs gotten up expressly in her honor ; every

to truth and reality, we could prescribe almost any fate
for the girl. We might have her father fail in liis busi¬

nnlimited continuation of her studies, are gone over

such invitation to play she accepts with alacrity ; all of

ness and compel our genius to turn to very prosaically

daily ; she gets to understand that her sole end in this
world is to become a great violinist.
She accedes to

and support the family with brave struggles in a barren

every demand on her “genius”; neglects everything

little “appearances” may not work disastrously on the
child's vanity, hut, contrarily. only increase her passion

commonplaceness.

that can honorably and safely be neglected for practice

out into the world to become what all the others have

and musical study, and at last she emerges from it all

for advancement—a thing she is by no means averse to
displaying, and she does so with evident sense of justice

become, namely : a plain hack-fiddler, with a bevy of

with no inconsiderable acquaintance with music and the

“backward” pupils aud a stingy little income, while

violin ; bat with an amazing lack of ordinary knowledge

the world goes on as if nothing special had happened.

and a complete inability to fraternize with books such

Great violinists pass and repass before her gaze and

She is in great demand at

private musicalesin neighborly parlors, sometimes figur¬

which happens with her indulgent teacher’s sanction,
the man thinking to “ accustom her to publicity.” These

to herself and her tnleuts.

Of the possession of these

latter endowments she finally convinces herself, and
settle* into the belief that some day she is going to
amount to something; out of all which state of affairs, in
any feminine nature, are sure to grow wild dreams of
•

v/irjuicu.'',

fature.
After her fame has hail so thorough a bruitiug-a
in her end of the town, ourotiserver will note a spre.
the appreciation of her accomplishments to the 1
conservative ranks of the profession. Her teacher
bably will give a recital, and invite his precocious j
to assist,” taking rare to announce that fact cons]
onsly on his program. For such an occasion he wi
very apt to school her in some composition woe
beyond her conception, but mayhap within reach of
technic. The fascinated pnblic on the evening of
recital will not discriminate, however, and may rai
onsly appland ; several encores will be needed to apr
them, and the triumph gluts the child's ambition

classics as all children know to belong to the commonest
education.
Thus mentally equipped, and with a fine old costly
violin, presented by her admirers, she is to leave for a
noted conservatory in a large city, and our observer will
have to journey thither.

The critic gives her a parting

shot, faithfully promises his readers to follow her through
the maze of her successes, with notices as to her progress
from time to time, and joins a crowd at the train one
morning to bid her adieu, and she departs with great
Mat and with every determination to become great.
Once ensconced in her new niche, she begins work on
her larger scale, with all confidence in her “genins” and
certain of the most dazzling successes.

After three

field ; we might have her ruis-marry and end all in
Instead, we will simply send her

(what was too mortifying) also before the gaze of all
disappointed, outraged Bungville. Our prodigy, l**e
all other ephemeral meteoric phenomena, sprang out of
obscurity with regulation brilliancy and fizzled out again
into as abysmal a vacuity.
Such is the simple narrative of the rise and end of
hundreds of the world’s geniuses, many of whom,
because all can not get to the summit, can get to be no
more than mere slaves to a despotic series of circum¬
stances.

These unfortunates are inclined to believe tha

circumstances make the great and reserve places for them
at the top.

Bnt, do they ?

Strange, though,

she thinks it-rcry strange-tliat her new teacher, the
grim awful ogre! is so slow to discover that genins of
hers;

from Halir to Joachim, the very pinnacle.

strange, too, that in her own rla«s she finds

“geniuses” quite as accomplished ns herself, who give
her many a fierce tug to keep with them. With these

the teacher » pride, while the andience predicts astoi
ing things, too often in her bearing. The newsr

she is at first a bitter rival, hut her tact and feminine

rn-xt day will likely disclose to onr observer a lem

diplomacy inspire her quickly to make friends with

ami subtly analytical disconrse on the child’s work
strung together hy some critic who very evidently p,
himself on km ability, a„,i u(iliz«, this fat op^Q

them. Roughly, too, does it grate on her to find herself
so far behind these in matters of the commonest, and the
task of sticking to their standard is almost beyond her
capacity.

—Rubinstein called the pedal the soul of the piano.
That eccentric Pole, Vladimir de Paclimann, evidently
holds a different opinion.

At a recital given lately 10

Berlin, the pianist rose at the eud of the program fronl
his seat and exclaimed to the audience : “ All "*t'1
out pedal : that is true art.” It does not seem to h®
always true to the composer at any rate.

Paehmanu >-

understood to be a Chopin enthusiast.

How does be

dare to ignore that composer's indications lor the pedal •
Nay, how does he manage to play Chopin “all without
pedal ” ?—“ Musical Opinion."

very statement shows its absurdity, and forces those
who utter the complaint to the confession that it is only
in its pecuniary aspect that it can have any application.
In other words, it is music as a business that iB dull;

qualified for a chair in Harvard to teach a district school;

genius without education is nearly helpless.

or because he is n’t fit to conduct an orchestra that he

tory of music shows, on the contrary, that a musical

should n’t pound the big drum in a country band.

genius is a genius in other directions.

In

The his¬

Berlioz had great

spite of all precautions every profession is full of quacks.

and in the absence of an influential lobby in Congress

literary gifts; so had Schumann, so had Wagner, so, too,

They have flourished since the world began and will

they propose to reduce the pressure of competition some

had Mendelssohn, judging by his letters.

probably continue to flourish to a greater or less extent

then, if genius is simply abnormal development of the

until the millennium.

brain and nervous system, plus a certain aptitude, it

other way.

Why not organize a trust?

Assuming that

That is a matter that in the long

there is only a given quantity of gold that is paid out
for music in a given time and place (not to mention the
coppers tossed to the organ-grinders), there are too many

run usually regulates itself. But the one potent remedy
against quackery and humbug is higher intelligence and

musicians—third-rate teachers and mediocre “artists”
—who are scrambling for it. Where there are three or

musical study.

four long-haired fiddlers for a place in the orchestra,
there should be but one ; and it is proposed to cut
down the supply to the demand, not exactly by a
crusade against foreign immigration, although that has
its

patriotic advocates,

but

by exhorting

teachers

“ honestly ” to discourage and dissuade all students
with no “talent " from the further study of music.
If any word ought to be eliminated from the English
language it is that much abused word talent. It is very
tiresome.

Sarah, who works hard, applies herself, has

ambition, good home training, a common sense teacher,
and plays well, is so “talented.” Sallie, who is lazy’
careless, moonstruck, and spoiled, and plays like an
elephant, she has no “ talent,” poor thing. It is not my
purpose to raise this question here.

I admit that all do

not have the same amount of brains, just as some have
bigger noses than others ; and I agree that a person
with no hands has no “natural aptitude” for playing
the piano, and should, perhaps, be “honestly” dis¬
suaded from attempting to become a virtuoso ; but even
that misfortune need not disqualify him from knowing
something about music.

I will admit further, just for

the sake of peace and quiet, that there may he a score
or two of musical geniuses in the world, ready made in
heaven perhaps, that is to say “born,” while all the
rest just “growed,” like Topsy; but I have taught
music over twenty years, how much over I don’t need
to tell, and in that experience I have never yet seen these

virtue.

Therefore, the remedy is not less but more
But whatever measures are urged for

must grow as the man grows.

It is plain,

Of course, so much

cleverness is quick at assimilating ideas, plucking out
their essentials, and making them part of its stock-intrade ; but it has to know the idea first of all.

In this

putting up the bars to a professional pasture, this is the
first time that I ever heard the advocacy of an embargo

sense, of course, originality can not be expected in a

on study as a remedy. Such ‘‘ remedy ” were infinitely
worse than the disease.

say, when once a composer has the technic of his art

The complaint is the “overcrowding” of the musical
profession. To every profession there must be a laity,
and if the profession is not a humbug, the larger and
more intelligent the laity the better. Why not instead
of limiting the profession by discouraging music study,

very young man ; but there is a limit of age ; that is to
at his finger ends, so that he can work easily, almost
unconsciously, his music should begin to show himself
if he has any self to express ;

and, surely, he should

be master of his craft at the age of thirty or so ! The
whole matter is of some consequence to criticism,
because it deals with the question of whether one should

increase and improve the laity by encouraging it all in

condemn a young composer for want of originality.

our power ?

It is no obstacle to an eminent physician to

he is very young, I should say certainly not; indeed, it

lia\e an intelligent patient who understands the case

is a very bad sign if a youth show no hero-worship in

and appreciates the work done for him.

The more cul¬

tured and numerous our musical laity, the better for the
musical profession.

How will an ignorant and barbarian

laity support the profession?

Where will the pupils

come from, where the patrons of the concert and the

his music.

If

But when once he is a master of music to

such an extent that we may reasonably suppose that he
has no difficulty in setting down his ideas, then I must
confess I do expect originality if he is to be hailed as a
composer of genius, of however small a type.—Ex.

opera? Even on the low “professional” consideration
to “check” music study among the common herd and
encourage it only among the select, heavenly-endowed
creatures with “talent” is to kill the goose that lays the
golden egg. If it killed the other goose it would n’t so
much matter.
Forbid any thirsty child from drinking at the fountain
of musical inspiration because it has no “ talent ” ?

De¬

prive a boy or girl from a musical education because they
give no promise of becoming a Sherwood or a Nordica ?
Rob the family circle of all musical enjovment because
its members can’t appreciate Wagner?

Discourage all

—In memorizing, harmony is a valuable aid. It is a
well-known principle that the most vivid impressions
are the most lasting.
pursued

presents

The study of harmony rightly

sharp discriminations, well-defined

examples, and clearly pictured images.

It appeals io

the imagination and effectually awakens the activity
of this important faculty. This in its turn conduces to
the

development of the powers of the memory.

The

memory becomes more retentive and amply meets all
demands made upon it.
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Again, there are others who think that they are endowed
by heaven with remarkable musical talents, and, being
without means, unblushingly announce that the world
owes them an education for its own benefit, and in their
own behalf make no further effort than to pester ail
they meet or can reach with a demand for help. These
young people mny safely be let alone.

In nine cases

out of ten they fail to improve the opportunities offered
them, ami they seldom attain any rnnk in the musical
world. Perhaps in time they may decide to make an
effort Tor themselves, and then they come into the third
class of musical aspirants, for whom these lines are in¬
tended, those who are willing to work and do something
for themselves, who wish hy their own efforts to raise
themselves into a higher intellectual atmosphere.
It may safely be assumed that the majority of those
who are without means, but are ambitions to enter the
musical profession, arc accustomed to some kind of
work. It is also certain that they have better oppor¬
tunities for saving money, in any kind of employment
at their own homes where expenses are lighter, than in
large cities such as most of the musical centers are
Let
them prove to themselves that they are in earnest about
their music by setting themselves a tusk-seek some em¬
ployment and save something every week until enough
has been laid by to cover the expenses of one year in a
musical center. This will be from $400 to $500, an(1
though it may seem a large amount at first, yet it is
possible to almost all who arc capable of making a per¬
sistent effort and are in good health. And if they are
not capable of persistent effort, and

tory, and other studies which are considered to be an

vironment, and often never reach the ideal intended,

essential part of a musical education.

simply because we do not seek to reach it.

is his one idea.

To play the piano

He now discovers that he must practice

However, there is one lack of parallelism in the simile

technical exercises for not more than two or three hours

we have presented.

a day, that lie must devote considerable time to other
studies, and, in short, his plan is ruthlessly knocked on

painting the intelligence, observation, and familiarity

,C iea(1, IIc fiuds himself among other students who
came with similar notions, but who have now become

far greater than they are in the realm of music.

accustomed to the idea that three or four years’ study is

aud thus gives proper direction to our fancy.

none too much,-in fact merely a beginning,_for there

ing to music the structural design is only intelligible to

m no longer a field for a superficially educated music
teaener.
A period of deep dejection ensued.

There seems to

be no way for him. The mad is full of obstructions, and
the long years of patient frugality seem to have been
rown away.

But these long years of labor have given

Crisis

“a WhiCh WUI he'P bim through such

with the subject-matter on the part of the masses are

fait tl at ,r°rt,U!entS S00U briDgS home t0 bin, the
fact that they have all had their trials. They are all
struggling along. They show him how to get employ
ment of some kind to eke out his savings. One
ing h,s meals hy waiting at table a few hours a day in
some restaurant, one gets an occasional dollar hy usher
mg at concerts, another gets occasional engagemeu
p ay dance music.

to

They are all doing somethTng and

In other

words, the portraiture of the painting is intelligible to us,
In listen¬

the educated musician, and so with the masses, the very
absence of this knowledge, or musical intelligence, leaves
the fancy free to wander off from the true ideal into the
by-paths and jungles of confusion.

Thus the impression

left upon the untutored listener to music, perhaps, is
oftener false than true. Tims, with ns all, the eye vainly
exerts itself to make up to the mind the deficiencies of
the uneducated ear.

A little sympathy and encouragement from the teacher
ms a wonderfully invigorating effect. An acquaintance

It is this, that in the study of the

And so we will all listen to mnsic

with our eyes, or our ears, or with both, in proportion to
our competency to understand what we are hearing.
They who know not music hear it not.—Nome Music
Journal.'’

Mlle. Parent, a Parisian pianist and teacher, said

many bright things in the course of a recent lecture.
Among them :
All great artists have been infant prodigies ; but all
infant prodigies have not been great artists."
Children who do not want to play pieces because

money hy muste, philips ^ Mug7few p“

they are too easy are like newly rich people, who do not

have not good

ivant to wear anything that does not cost a great deal.”

health, they had better give up the idea, for both char¬
acter and health an- absolntely essential.
The time

Not knowing how to study with all the other gilts
of an artist is like having all the. good things of life

necessary for this effort may also seem great, but it soon

without knowing how to he happy.”

passes and every day's experience and desire helps to
build character, without which the musical study will be
of little use as a means of livelihood.

Of young women who have come to the

a"CWi

I ianists mnst not be one sided for the sake of their

There are so many ways open to both young men and
yonng women for earning a living that it woo]d ^

small means, and with the expectation off
^
few weeks, and yet have been ahle h
J',Dg °nly a

art. They should open their eyes to what is going on i"
the world, and above all to nature. Pianists shonld

t( Slowness aud strength are the ingredients of snrety.’
,

stndj nature much ; also the writings of great musicians
about other great musicians.”

ties to judge and discriminate. One hourofsuch practice
is worth a dozen of that of the average pupil. Another
essential is
Ki

OF TO-DAY.

When thoroughly well acquainted with middle C,
other tones are presented to him, one above and one

BY IDA B. DISERENS.

and downward, line by line, using long lines for the next

below.

thoroughness.

Hand, arm, wrist, and finger-action, touch (tone-quality),
must each receive its proper attention. Neither dex¬
Though scientific methods of teaching have long been

terity, clearness, nor accuracy can lie secured without

evolved and applied to primary school work, parallel

the careful, conscientious practice of foundation-exercises;
many of which, while dry and uninteresting in a musical'

improvements in elementary music teaching, tending to

sense, are nevertheless indispensable for advancement
and growth.

make study more rational and results more musical,
have only recently come into general practice. Fifty

But while the value of technic can not be overesti¬
mated, or the necessity for its acquirement too strongly
emphasized, there is still an additional element needed
to fit one for interpretative work. A musician in the
true sense must possess

times more, from the musical standpoint, is exacted
from the piano beginner to-day than formerly. He must

MUSICAL FEELING,

play from memory ; he must be graceful first, last, and
always ; he must never produce a tone with an edge to
it; his legato must be beyond reproach ; and he must be
a decent reader ;-for the sake of his own study and his
teacher’s patience. And with how much ease and in¬
terest to the pupil the fifty times more is accomplished

or, in other words, the ability to see the musical content
of a composition ; to comprehend the idea and intent of
the composer. Technic furnishes the skeleton, but ex¬
pression is the life and soul of a performance. Any one

may be shown by a brief comparison of the situation as
it was and is to the pupil.

possessed of ordinary intelligence and physical strength
can, after a season of drill and practice, conquer the

cu

technical difficulties of a composition, but only a trained
musician can understand its real import and give it life
and character. Expressive playing charms and thrills,
while pure technic excites only wonder, impressing us

The beginner of yesterday was given some very diffiings to do, and all at the same time.

At the first

lessons he was given the position (an exceedingly difficult
thTib f“d
T fiVe ke)'S absolllte1^ still, with
thumb finger-tips, knuckles, wrist, and elbow held in a
precisely definite way, and said position immovably

much as an acrobatic feat or other display of physical
strength and endurance.

maintained while each finger in turn was manipulated
up and down at a specific degree of curvature. At the
same time he must hunt up the note to be played

Special training in musical theory, including accent,
phrasing, etc., will greatly aid in giving intelligent ex¬
pression to onr playing, besides imparting the added

ascertain its location upon the keyboard, observe and
duly count its time value, etc. The teacher’s mind was

pleasure of real appreciation ; our rational enjoyment of
art being proportioned to our intellectual understanding
of it. Then, there is the essential of
ENTHUSIASM,

the mainspring of all spontaneous action and the govern¬
ing principle of our best endeavors. When the heart is
in the work, we are far more likely to succeed than if

not a storehouse of teaching material, nor was she ex¬
pected to have on tap pieces and exercises to teach to
im ora y. Such humoring was injudicious.

The pupil

must buy h,s materials, and, even if he chanced to

Thus he slowly builds the great staff, upward

five above the middle C line, and also for the next five
below ; after these, little lines again;
Ten bright-colored stars are pasted on the keys of the
piano represented by the long lines of the staff. Hand
training in all touches, note reading, writing, and count¬
ing, and ear training all commence at once, but the
pupil is allowed to do but one thing at a time, and never
are these distinct processes combined before each has
become fairly easy.
Technics are taught orally. When tones can be con¬
nected, little pieces and duets are given orally' and writ¬
ten by the pupil, who learns to write what he can play.
A iolent or jerky movements are not allowed, nor is a
very strong finger stroke sought. Young fingers can not
produce it without stiffening the wrist, thus destroying
the conditions through which it will eventually develop.
Power in music comes of itself as a later reward, like
strength of character, wTheu all the conditions have been
right.
The aim is to give a soft, clear touch and extreme
flexibility of fingers, wrist, and arm.
A\ hen the teacher is wise enough to discriminate be¬
tween the essentials and the unessentials to musical de¬
velopment, it becomes delightfully possible for the child
to commence at a very early age, and thus be enabled to
acquire, without excessive practice, the immense technic
now expected of pianists.
Definitions of scales, pitch, clefs, rhythm, etc., ex¬
planations of every known musical sign and every po8'
sible combination of time are a few of the nnessentials to
musical growth.
As for the fractional names of notes, it means a great

~
treCeS’ D1USt DeVer play without looking at
the notes, as this practice would lead to carelessness or
stdl worse to the habit of playing things by ear.
’
’
The treble clef was used the first year • then the h
waded through, as a different and more advanced concept^

deal more to a six-year old to say, ‘1 This mark

(called

a note) stands for a two-count sound, and this -*■- f°r 8
two count silence,” etc. All printed material for chil¬
dren not having a definite beat of the value of a quarter
should be rewritten, and its publisher admonished.

Anticipation.

The curse of the age is looking ahead. Formerly,
men looked backward toward a dead past. To-day
they peer forward into an unborn future. Perhaps they
will eventually take Longfellow1* advice and “act in
the living present.” Contemporanity, to nse a coinage
of Howell, is a spirit worthy of more careful cultivation
and one which the musician, in particular, is apt to
lack. He is always going to lie blessed with some lucra¬
tive post in some far off metropolis. In the meantime,
never mind how, the present humble post is filled.

Is

not this attitude the secret of many a dismal failure?
The only way of rising is to overflow. In the end. the
law ot equilibrium
will pull yon down
above your proper
of false pride may,
getting his deserts,

will pull you up just as surely as it
should chance toss you for a moment
level. Of course, an undue degree
to a certain extent, bar a man from
but the law operates in the main.

Those who have been called to and prospered in the
great cities are those who have first arrived at distinction
in their own towns. Many nn aspirant for world wide
honor is not even head and shoulders above competition
at home. Ofttimes he is actually no match for his rivals
there. By home I do not necessarily menn birthplace
for that is often not the best place for work ; but one
who can not succeed even there has no reason to expect
anything from the great ontside world. The world
respects no one but its masters, and he who can not
master a rustic hamlet, need look for no mercy from the
demagogues of London, Paris, or New York.
Thus anticipation of wider fields for future effort is
often a mistake from yet another point of view. Instead
of seeking a wider field, why not enlarge your own? A
position will frequently grow to fit the man rather than

sense, and do not begin at the big end, as the saying is,

advantage, such as the multiplication table and the

but undertake something at once.

conjugation of verbs, but these would not be selected

Having carried it,’

no matter at what pains, to a successful issue, undertake
something just a little larger, and never relax your
efforts for an hour any more than you are to overtax
them for a moment.

Stumbling-blocks once overcome

become stepping-stones, about which I may have some¬
thing to say in a future article.

-
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HOW TO MAKE PUPILS’ RECITALS ATTRACT¬
IVE.
BY SUSAN LLOYD BAILY.

Brikfi.y, I think, by taking care that the work is ex¬
cellent, although there are exceptions even to this role
At one pupils’ recital which I attended the playing was
miserable, only one pupil getting through without serious
accident; but the children were so perfectly gowned
and had such pretty manners and, moreover, received
snch an avalanche offlowers, that the utmost enthusiasm
prevailed. One lady remarked afterward that the play¬
ing was truly wonderful. I fnlly agreed with her ! The
one pupil who came out whole was a tiny hoy who did
no have to think about his gown and was too yonng to
worry over his necktie.
The attraction in this recital lay in the fact that it was
a society event, and each pnpil had hosts of friends there
who came with the purpose of giving her a good reeepThose m the audience who were guests of the teacher

People usually like to go to a pleasant liall or studio

splendid luxury if he understands the art of creating

from a musical and educative standpoint is it all that

musical patronage.

7 deS,.rwl' I>erhilP8 il
he better to consider
how to make our pupils’ recitals valuable: first to the
pupil himself and then to the audience

The most unpromising city

ing from a standpoint of beauty, nor appropriate for a
public recital.
Have

plenty of programs

so

that

every person

present may he supplied, and go to the extra expense of
printing on them the date of compositions and explana¬
tory notes relative to pieces and composers.

Even a

musical motto at the head of a program is not in bad
taste, especially if the recital is of a private character.
Of course, the teacher will secure the best instrument
possible for the occasion, and, if the place is a studio,
will arrange the acoustic properties as carefully as possi¬
ble, such as removing all carpet and heavy mgs, and
allowing no flowers to be placed on the piano.

Flowers

should be everywhere else in profusion except upon the
piano.
It is questionable whether the custom of allowing
flowers to be presented during the program is a desir¬
able one.

Flowers sent to the dressing room are delight¬

ful and inspiring, and the young player will probably
go from them o the stage with added encouragement
and confidence, but public presentation savors too much
of display and is a farce, should the playing he poor.
There are special points of advantage peculiar to each
locality. If the teacher observes these, thinks out all
the details carefully, and, above all, succeeds in getting
not only to be useful, but attractive.

* 1688 “,au j°in in the aPPlause for cour-

part with him. A city large enough to afford a bare
living at the start is capable of maintaining one in
Give those who complain of their

For the same reason many things

good, honest work from the pnpil, the recital is likely

nicely decorated, with plenty of palms, and pretty chill
dren beantifn ly dressed.
This is very attractive but

environment a w.de berth.

for public recitation.

useful in one's musical education would not be interest¬

However blessed a man may be with genius anu
talent, he will amount to nothing from a practical stand"
point unless he also possess enthusiastic endeavor and
earnest ambition.

To be successful in any calling one

must put his whole heart and soul in his work and de¬
vote himself assiduously to every little detail.

The

moment his enthnsiasru dies out that moment be cuts
himself loose from his work.

straint; unrestrained, it becomes physical.

Restraint is

It would be interesting

The public is credulous in these matters, and believes

synonymous with balance. Balance is a significant term
to the vocalist. A singer who frees his voice from the

to pnbiish a list of the American vocalists who have

of American students abroad.

the teacher of some great singer, when he claims to have

Perhaps

done with his efforts what is really the work of the

trammel of muscles, which aim to conflict with the

snch a list would be a fitting sequence to this brief bit of

Almighty; and when this teacher promulgates a formula

natural act of vocalization, and adjusts the breath to
the needs of the space to be filled or the sentiment to be

self-congratulation on the part of the American people.

of voice training, it is looked upon as amply proven by

appeared in opera in the last two generations.

the results he has obtained.

Mr. F. W. Wodell, of

portrayed, is properly balancing or vitalizing his tone.

*****

He who comprehends fully the critical value of vitality
as differentiated from stress or effort, has knocked at the
door of success. If he has the added knowledge that

CONVENIENT MAXIMS, FORMULAS, ETC., FOR
VOICE TEACHING.

subtle and evasive though it may be vitality is suscep¬

FREDERICK W. ROOT.

tible of unlimited development, he holds the key to the
door of success. If he applies this knowledge by faith¬

III.

results from average material; not the one who merely

Three Departments of Tone Production.

polishes a vocal gem which nature or some other teacher
has shaped for him.”

ful practice, the success is assured ; for, above all, vitality
is the quality upon which more depends than any other
in the realm of singing.

Boston, in a recent article, touches upon this point effec¬

In correcting faults of vocalization, or, constructively,
building a voice, there are only three things to consider',
although each of these may be considerably subdivided.'
I’irst, the breath mast be managed ; it must be well

TO VOCAL TEACHERS, ATTENTION!
In the interest of the many voice teachers who are
readers ol rim Ettdb we are planning to form a Teach¬
ers’ Exchange. The idea is to raise the standard of pro¬
fessional work and assist the less experienced teachers
by a comparison of methods. It is obvious that neither
any one teacher by himself or through bis pupils can
In-gin tocover the field, and it is no less true, we believe

taken, restrained, and prolonged.

Second, the tone must

be formed in a way to give it resonance ; that is, the
effort of the larynx mast be made to the best advantage •
and third, all superfluous action must be withdrawn. In’
other words, and more briefly : 1. Control the breath.
«■ l
effort.

' °r f0C'nS the t0ne’

3’

Eliminate needless

It often seems as though considerations of register
would bring a fourth department into this category

that there is no teacher who is loyal to bis ideals but
would be glad to have the features of his work that are

bnt wherever registers seem to reqnire special and

most successful tiecome the common property of his con¬

separate consideration it is because the three principles
have not been adhered to.

frere*.

We shall, therefore, select a group of questions

for each month and publish them, asking teachers of ex¬
perience who have given thought to the matter specially
presented to reply promptly and in as few words as pos¬
sible for publication the ensuing month. We would like
to print the answers over the teacher's signature, bnt
will use a nom dr plume if it is preferred. If answer to
only one of the questions is forwarded it will receive
consideration :
, !,t
* PnPU come8
with a tone emission
faulty through contraction of the throat muscles, what is

The young lady who was musician enough to be able
o read by note and carry a part independently, and

tively in these words : “ Who has the best right to write
about the singing voice ?

The successful teacher of sing¬

ing would seem to be the correct answer.

By ‘ success¬

ful ’ is meant the teacher who succeeds in securing good

Let us suppose three voice students with very different
endowments.

One has the gifts to make a world-wide

reputation ; another the gifts to occupy a first place as
church and concert singer in some city, and a third will
do well if she manages to make her voice passable in the
drawing-room.
Now this is the application for the one, two or threeitem formula.

In the first case, the vocal progress is

naturally so vigorous and balanced that if the pupil is
taught to breathe well the result is satisfactory, and it
proves trne that “to breathe well is to sing well.” In
the second case, that in which the talent is good but not
transcendent, breath management alone does not pro¬
duce all the effect which teacher and pnpil are working
for.

The songs attempted, and the effects desired, de¬

mand more technic than the singer has at command.
He is impatient with his shortcomings, and his effort for
more power, compass, etc., begets a rigidity, which

the halTd
glng Cn°Ugh t0 try U,sin«alt<> to balance
the half-dozen sopranos set against her in the choir or

vitiates his style and takes from the parity and perhaps

wiTcalTt!, ^
f°rmed “ habit °f thr0at whi<* we
the
l
TTT efT°rt- ThU fan,t was squired on
the positive side by undue forcing with the breath and

added to that of breath management and he must not

the volume of the tone.

unwarrantable bracing of the throat, and, negatively by
neglect of the tone focus. The cure feu it lies In Lr
mstent and patient vitalizing below, devitalizing above
compelling the voice to resonate solely by means of the

So another department i*

only “grip with his diaphragm,” but “let go with bis
throat.” In the third case, even though breath (manage¬
ment and the relaxing of the jaw, etc., be carefully
taught, the tone lacks character and intensity, and so
must be “brought forward” as the most common
description of it goes.
This is a very inadequate

or boxing the compass, or the approval of friends, or the
hurrahs of the populace.

not injure it.

makes it impossible for him to do so, because he limits
his ability to grasp any further knowledge.

As soon as

To understand the effect of this arrangement of furni¬
ture upon the tone of the piano we must remember how

plish any or either or all of the above-mentioned things

the sound-waves travel to the ear of a person sitting in

has not yet arrived at the shadow of a glimmering of an

follow one another so rapidly that he naturally becomes

the middle of the room.

understanding of the first principles of his art.
no art.

confused.

The vibrations of the strings

set in motion by the player are communicated by the
sounding board to the air without, and by that to our
ears. Since in an upright piano the sounding board
stands parallel to the wall, most of the vibrations are
thrown against the wall and are reflected from that
traveling just as rays of light do.
A very pretty experiment can be performed in a dark
and empty room with bare walls, to illustrate this prin¬
ciple. In the open back of an upright piano three can¬
dles are placed so that the flames correspond with the
treble. The middle register and the bass respectively
are at equal distances from each other and from a line
exactly parallel with the wall. After the candles are
lighted the piano must be pushed near to the wall. 'The
strongest light will then be seen above and beside the
piano at the right, and below and beside it at the left.
From these centers it spreads over the wall on all sides
growing gradually fainter. The side-walls, ceiling, and
floor are also lighted, hut more faintly and in proportion
to their distance from the piano.

The reflection from

walls and ceiling gives light in the middle of the room,
as one can see, if at some distance from the piano he
turns a page of print first toward the light and then
away from it.
The sound-wave* travel in exactly the same way as
these rays of light. They strike against the wall, below,
above, and at the sides. Some are carried farther by
walls, ceiling, and floor, and some are reflected from all
these surfaces into the middle of the room. Only n
small proportion of the sounds comes directly into the

The student or teacher whose sole object is to accom¬

He has

Too much of our study and teaching is conducted on

The fact that you can play a little better than your
brother musician ought to inspire yon with still higher

This undue haste for

aspirations to beat your own record ; for, no matter how

results permeates all branches of study and business.

skilful you may be, there is still more for you to learn.

the principles of the race-course.

French in twelve easy lessons. German understood from

You ought to he happy in the thought that you will

the word go.” A fortune in a day.
weeks. Science in a nutshell.

never reach the top of the ladder.

Whiskers in six

victory consist in the climbing.

The satisfaction and

It is not because music

So our pupils are stood up in a row like horses, with
the prize of public approval placed before them, and it’s
one ! two ! three ! go ! and Old Nick take the laggard.

is elusive ; she never leads you astray.

Where are the prodigies of the last twenty years, who,
having talent, were pressed by unwise guardians into

cian of the highest standing ; you can not afford to in¬

public life, and thus lost, or failed to form, the habit of

goddess will smile on you no more.—Ex.

severe practice and study ? We can remember but one
survivor, Blind Tom, and he is an idiot.
It is true that Mozart and Liszt, and some others of
their ilk, were early “ brought out,” and the world went
wild over their wonderful talent and genius; but a kind
Providence somehow saved them from their friends and
the whole earth is blessed by the result of their nntirinilndustry in study.
The candle of feverish hurry and impatience is soon
burnt out.
Surface-mining never yields the largest
diamonds or the richest ore. Better be a century plant
that is a hundred years in coming to its beauty, than the
gourd, which docs all its growing, maturing, and dyinir
in a single day.
b
Thoroughness is better than

cheap applause, and

inexhaustible patience that works on and bides its time
shall not fail of its reward.

room through the cracks and joints in the front of the
case, ot are communicated to the surrounding air by the
vibrations of the case, which may be felt by the fingers.
From these observations we find that the furnishings
of floor and walls are a serious hindrance to the move-

he sees his error he begins to think, and then the ideas

-The hone which, although it can not cut, can
sharpen the razor; the finger post that shows the way
which itself can never go—are emblems of the teacher

She is generous,

kind, yet severe ; considerate, painstaking, thorough.
It matters not whether you are an amateur or a musi¬
dulge in self-exaltation.

If you persist in it, the fair

—The following typographical eccentricities appeared
under the heading of the “The Court, Balmoral,” in a
great London “daily ” :
Mdlle. Pancera had the honour of playing the following
selections on the pianoforte before the Queen and the
Royal Family :
Fantasie C. dur I Satz . Schumann.
Etude as dnr . Chopin.
Melodie Russe, “ Le Rossignot” Ala-\r jszj
bieff.
j
Studie gio Moll, “ La Campanella ” ... Paganini-Liszt
Cadenz aus dem a Moll Conart . Grieg.
A L’Espagnole Cowen Waldesran schen \ T
Liszt XII. Rhapsodie .J
Les Sylvanis Chaminade, Chant Polo- 1 r

nais Noctumi ges dnr Chopin ./
Feuer Zauber, Wagner, Brassin, Hexa-j
.
meron, variationen uber ein thema > Von Beblmiaus “ Die Puritaner’’ . J
Chopin, Thalberg, Liszt, pixis Herz ... Czerny.
i solntinn fnr ftinr»ctinnl

readers.

nf

flip nhflvfi specimen o

Mathews, using one system throughout, which item
alone is a most valuable one. They retail at $1 each,
npon which we allow our usual sheet-music discount.
We should he pleased to send any or all of the volumes
to any of onr subscribers who desire to look over them,
with no guarantee of their sale. We feel sure you will
like them alter once examining them, and that yon will
use them at the very first opportunity.
_ # _ *
*
*
*

Movable Musical Notation” is proving an indis¬
pensable help to those teachers who wish their pupils to
really enjoy note-learning, intervals, beginnings of com¬
positions. etc.
Its mutable character and enlarged proportions attract
at once, and any knowledge which makes it possible to
“p/«y <« little longer" with the notation is eagerly
received.
besides two charts with the printed staff, the parti¬
tioned box contains all the characters of notation made
<>t black rardlxiard. There are several ingenious devices
simplifying the manipulation of these, such as notes
with larger lines tlirongh, above, and below them, and
the “chord note.”
Price of box, $11. On.

1-

-

MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE.
“ Hr MORKSKK.” by Fritz Kanffman, is a fair example
of music of this character—not humorous in the ordinary
sense of the word, meaning fanny, bat conveying a spirit
of lightness and gaiety. The opening strain in the left
Irnnd may well stand for the village ba*oon player, whom
Beethoven introduced in the scherzo of the Fifth Sym¬
phony. The staccato marks should be carefully observed.
he middle portion in F soggests an airy lightness and
grace that mast be brought out, while the three staccato
notes for the right hand might be played with a sug¬
gestion of hesitation, such as might lie used in ballet
mnair Hnmor is possible in music only if the player
himself places the various parts in proper relation.

of muskets, such as accompanies the military music of
the Turkish and Arabian people. The rhythmic and
dynamic effects are to be boldly carried ont, since they
are thoroughly characteristic.
..‘•cuv.ucx, iuni iur rnesocia
circle, we offer a brilliant four-hand piece, “ La Premier!
Dansense,” by Zitterbart. The flavor of the stage, o;
spangles and laces, of an intricate maze of evolutions
pirouetting of all kinds, is distinctly to he traced in this
piece. One can even feel the changing tone-color of the
various orchestral instruments in this piece. We urge
that it be played with life and plenty of “go,” even at
if it were the music of one portion of a ballet spectacle
These suggestions are made for the benefit of the imagina¬
tive pupil and those who find help iu ideas for a poetic
reading of a composition. It is possible to get variety ol
rendering by using characteristic styles of execution such
as are found in various instruments, the string band
wood-wind, or brass.
’
The idea is one that lends itself readily
to poetic and to musical treatment, and so to song
Mr. Greene has given an artistic rendering to a poetic
text, and written a song that should be useful, especially
to teachers and students of vocal music. The “ talking
on a tune ” which the song demands in some places
w. tax the technic of a singer, yet should promote ease
“Quietude.”

to play

accompanist has an important part

Now when the spirit of the nation is stirred by the
conrse of poht.cal events, the force of music is not to he
shgbted as a means of stimulating patriotic fire, and it
«not astonishing that expression should be found in a
Zi

,
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The “Volnnteer” —h and two-gtep

Florence V. Cantikny.
I received “ Alcestis” to-day, and am so well pleased
with it that I hasten to get this order in before y Onr holi¬
day offer expires.
M. Katharine Thomas.
I received Clarke’s “ Dictionary ” last week. Think
it a valuable book and am very glad to have it.
Martha E. Almy.
My patrons are very much pleased with the plain
print and good quality of paper of your music.
Bess L. Spring.
I have pursued yonr New Exercises in the “Construc¬
tion of Melodies ” with great interest. I should think
the book would be of great value to students of composi¬
tion and have no donbt I shall be able to make use of it
in my own classes in this institution, the New England
Conservatory of Music, Boston, Mass. It certainly fill*
a niche which is not already taken np, either by the
stndy of Harmony or of Counterpoint, and I shall be
very glad to recommend it to my pupils.
G. W. Chadwick, Musical Director.
Morris’ “Writing Primer ” which you sent for inspec¬
tion, has been received and duly inspected. I an) so
well pleased with the work that I have decided to nse it
in my class.
Miss L. W. Dennis.
I am delighted with your publications and enjoy nsing
them for my pupils very much.
M. L. Long.
The volume of “ Standard English Songs ” reached me
some time ago. and I am very much pleased with the
collection of songs it contains.
Marian BoNNKLLThe two games,
“Aliegrando” and “Musical
Authors,” have come. I am delighted with both.
Pearl Rodgers Biggs.
These special offers of new works I have generally
taken advantage of, and they are a mine.
Teresa Vandenbubgh.

y

onr mail facilities are excellent. I have never
with any music house that is so prompt in sending
music as yours.
Mrs. W. D. McQueen.
Those of The Etude readers who pay attention to tto>
>>-*-.
French forms of verse, such as the rondeau, rondel, trio¬

I received the “Foundation Studies ” and think that
all that has been said in its favor is sound truth. I*
sure that I shall enjoy teaching from it and my 1*’
pupil is delighted with her “first duet.”
Bessie V. PhinneY.

PIANO PUPILS.

This novel is one of the best musical tales in all liter¬
ature.

INTERVALS, CHORDS, AND
EAR TRAINING.
By Jean Pnrkman Brown.
A simple yet
thorough set of exercises and exnmples in rudi¬
mentary harmony. Written for the use of young
pupils. Endorsed by the press and leading pro¬
fessional teachers of Boston. Price $1.00.

PIANO CLASSICS. Vol. HI.
A collection of the best works of modern com¬
posers. Handsomely printed and bound. Large
sheet music size. Price $r.oo.

EASY PIECES IN EASY KEYS.
A collection of pianoforte pieces for young
pupils selected from the best of recent publi
cations. Price 50 cents.

The plot, of absorbing interest, is sustained
Carefully selected. For a collection of very easy music
throughout. The impression left on the reader is most
nothing better can be had.
beneficial to higher musical study.
Printed and bound in onr usual fine and substantial
style.
Price, Bound In Cloth and Gold, $1.00.
F*ublislreci by

PUBLISHED BY

THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

8,000 SOLD.

SELECTED OCTAVE STUDIES

=30=

YOB

SELECTED STUDIES.

Equal Development of Both Hands.
WITH

BY STEPHEN HELLER.
Selected from Opus 45, 46, and

47.

By Josef Low. A collection of twenty three
delightful pianoforte duets for pupil and teacher
or older pupil. Prime part within the compass
of five keys. Price 75 cents.

MOTHER GOOSE SONGS WITH¬
OUT WORDS.
A book or seventy easy pianoforte solos era
bodying the spirit of the famous rhymes.
A
unique and excellent work.

Price $1.25.

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY,
453-463 Washington Street, - Boston.
kiw voss:
C. H. Ditson & Co.

philadclphia :
J. E. Ditson & Co.

PREPARATORY STUDIES BY THEO. PRESSER.
PRICE

PRICE ti.50.

TONE PICTURES.

A collection of 80 pages of dance music of all kinds,
nothing of greater difficulty than the second grade.

Revised by Albert Ross Parsons, Calvin B. Cady,
Arthnr Foote, Edward Baxter Perry, John S. Tan
Cleve, W Ilson 6. Smith, and Charles W. Landon.
These 6tudea are carefully fingered and phrased
metronome marks given, use of pedal made cfear and

Sn-2 ea?h one “ described, named, and anno
tated, the remarks containing valuable hints and sneees
M ,t0,^nch> ‘rtjle. and methods of study. This it
the finest edition of these valuable fitudes ever published.
Address Publisher.

THEODORE PRESSER,
1708 Chestnut Street,

.

Philadelphia, Pa
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CENTS.

These Octave Studies are of medium difficulty, and selected from
tfona] valHunten’
Kullak, etc. They are of great edoca-

FIFTY LESSONS
FOR THE

Hedium Part of the Voice
Revised After the Latest Edition.
OI*«JS 0.

BY .7. COIN CONE.
PRICE 50 CENTS.

MUSIC WRITING PENS
tassPrice ®® ctj!

doMD, net.

THEO. PRESSER,
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

A new good edition of these popular vocal studies.
Can be used by any teacher with any method.
Liberal discount to the profession.

Published by THEO. PRESSER,
STATION A.

PHILADELPHIA.

